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The objective of this thesis is to study unsupervised pre-training in convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) with a special kind of artiﬁcial neural network (ANN)
called autoencoder. Unsupervised pre-training was proposed to solve the problem
of training a deep neural network with more than one hidden layer by pre-training it
in a greedy layer-wise manner. Although it started to lose its popularity after some
advances in optimization and initialization methods, it is still worthwhile to study
their eﬀect on modern neural networks like CNNs.
Two new methods of applying autoencoders or their variants for pre-training a
CNN are proposed in this work. One is embedding the classiﬁer as the encoder part
of an autoencoder to reduce network complexity. In a conventional pre-training
method applying autoencoders, the output layer of a classiﬁer is usually randomly
initialized. However, the proposed method initializes all the layers by unsupervised
pre-training. The other model applies labeled data to build a supervised variant of
autoencoder.
From experiments conducted on MNIST and CIFAR datasets, unsupervised pre-
training still help with improving network performance of CNNs. The embedded
classiﬁer gives compatible results to the conventional pre-training method while the
supervised variant performs mostly better.
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vTERMS AND DEFINITIONS
ANN Artiﬁcial Neural Network
BP Back-Propagation, a common method to train an ANN
CAE Convolutional Autoencoder
CNN Convolutional Neural Network
DAE Denoising Autoencoder
DBN Deep Belief Network
DL Deep Learning
DNN Deep Neural Network
GPU Graphics Processing Unit
i.i.d. Independent and Identically Distributed, a distribution of random
variables
ML Machine Learning
MLP Multi-Layer Perceptron
RBM Restricted Boltzmann Machine
ReLU Rectiﬁed Linear Unit, activation function
ROC Receiver Operation Curve, metric to measure network performance
SGD Stochastic Gradient Descent, optimization method
VGG Visual Geometry Group, machine learning group at University of
Oxford
11. INTRODUCTION
Machine learning (ML) is a scientiﬁc discipline solving the problem how a computer
program can improve itself with experience. In a sense, machine learning techniques
extract interesting representations from data and process them with regard to some
objectives. Ever since 1959 when Samuel developed a computer program playing
Checkers [1], which convinced himself and other people that a computer program
can learn from its experience, machine learning has been drawing wider and heavier
attentions.
Deep learning (DL) is one of the main aspects what machine learning ﬁeld cur-
rently concentrates on. It applies Artiﬁcial Neural Networks (ANNs) that have more
than one hidden layer to process data for extracting interesting features. However,
it was long believed that training a deep neural network with more than two hidden
layers is too diﬃcult. The deep networks often performed no better, actually often
worse, than shallow ones. But as this is a negative eﬀect, it was seldom reported [2].
In 2006, Hinton et al. [3] proposed a greedy layer-wise unsupervised training
method for Deep Belief Networks (DBNs), which signiﬁcantly improved performance
of deep networks. Each layer in a DBN is viewed a Restricted Boltzmann Machine
(RBM), which learns probability distribution over input data. Each RBM learns
data distribution from its previous layer and transfer its output to the following
one. This layer-wise pre-training strategy enabled training a deep network much
more easily and improved network performance signiﬁcantly. Meanwhile, another
artiﬁcial neural network named autoencoder was proposed, primarily for dimension
reduction [4]. Autoencoders have a nice property that they try to reconstruct input
data at output end, which guarantees that the intrinsic information buried in input
data will go through the whole network no matter how the network looks like. This
property makes it an ideal choice for pre-training an ANN similar to using a RBM
by stacking them on top of each other [5]. Those pre-training techniques showed
superior performance and were thus adopted by many researchers in the following
years.
Unsupervised pre-training techniques provided a route for training deep networks
by dividing training procedure into many stages and only training a shallow one at
each stage. However, they did not solve the problem that it is diﬃcult to train a
deep network directly from scratch. In 2010, Glorot et al. [6] studied the saturation
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problem in deep neural networks and proposed a novel initialization method for deep
networks. The proposed initialization method, often named Xavier Initialization or
Glorot Initialization by other researchers, made training a deep network from scratch
possible. One year later, a new activation function, which is called Rectiﬁed Linear
Unit (ReLU) [7] was proposed to accelerate training as well as reduce saturation. As
it has linearity for activation values greater than 0, it does not suﬀer from saturation
problem or vanishing gradients. All those advantages made it much easier to train
a deep network from scratch. New techniques mentioned above, together with the
fact that there are more and more large datasets like ImageNet [8] coming available,
made unsupervised pre-training less and less necessary. It gets unpopular to apply
pre-training techniques.
However, in a recent work by Paine et al. [9], experimental results show that pre-
training still helps when there are more unlabeled data available than labeled ones.
Consider the fact that obtaining unlabeled data is signiﬁcantly cheaper than getting
labeled ones, it is still worthwhile to study pre-training techniques even after we
have those new methods like Xavier Initialization, ReLU and so forth. Furthermore,
unsupervised learning is considered [10] to be one of the most promising machine
learning techniques in the future. As an important branch and good starting point,
unsupervised pre-training deserves more attention.
In this thesis work, we study whether and how pre-training with autoencoders
help with modern networks like Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) and propose
new ways of using autoencoders for initialization.
The remaining parts of this thesis are organized as follows. Chapter 2 and 3
explain some ideas to help readers understand the topic discussed later. Chapter
2 focuses on diﬀerent topology of ANNs. Several techniques applied to ANNs are
the main interests in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 presents the experiments in detail and
discusses the results.
32. METHODS
This chapter introduces structures of ANNs, CNNs and autoencoders in detailed
manner. As the basic component, neurons will also be discussed at the beginning of
this chapter.
2.1 Artiﬁcial Neural Network
This section discusses what an ANN is. It starts with the computing units of an
ANN, which are called neurons, and activation functions related to them. History
of ANNs is introduced later in this section.
2.1.1 Neuron
Neurons are the fundamental computing units in an artiﬁcial neural network. Typ-
ically, an ANN will contain numerous neurons in a layer-sequential order. The
neurons take input from source data or activation values from other neurons and
compute single output based on connecting weights. By stacking layers that contain
those computing units, a network can show impressive representative ability. The
basic structure of a neuron can be seen in Figure 2.1.
∑
1 biasx1
x2
...
xn
bw1
w2
wn
yˆ = f(
∑
)
Figure 2.1: Basic structure of a neuron
As shown in the ﬁgure, signals are connected to the neuron through diﬀerent
connections and added together according to the weight for that connection. That
is, the output of a neuron can be calculated according to
yˆ = f
(
n∑
i=1
wixi + b
)
= f (w1x1 + w2x2 + · · ·+ wnxn + b) , (2.1)
where b is the bias of this neuron. For simplicity, the bias can be seen as a special
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input signal to the neuron which always takes integer 1 as its value. In this case,
the output of a neuron can be denoted as
yˆ = f
(
n∑
i=1
wixi + b
)
= f
(
~wT~x
)
, (2.2)
where ~x = [x1, x2, · · · , xn, 1] ∈ Rn+1 represents input values connected to this neuron
and ~w = [w1, w2, · · · , wn, b] ∈ Rn+1 is the weight vector. The function f(·) in the
ﬁgure means an activation function, which maps the weighted sum to a value in
a certain range. Theoretically, any function taking a single input and mapping it
to a deterministic value can be used as an activation function. However, as we
will see below, no mater how many hidden layers there are in a neural network,
if all the neurons map weighted sum linearly (e.g. f(z) = αz + β, where α and
β are constant coeﬃcients), the whole network can be replaced with a two-layer
input-output model.
2.1.2 Nonlinear activation
Given a neural network, consider its lth layer whose weights for its ith neuron are
denoted byWi
(l) ∈ RN , where N is the amount of weights this neuron has. Because
a neuron is fully-connected to all the neurons in previous layer,Wi
(l) here is actually
a vector. For simplicity, we take identity function f(z) = z as an example. The
output value of this neuron, denoted by yi
(l) will be
yi
(l) = [Wi
(l)]Ty(l−1), (2.3)
where y(l−1) is output from its previous layer, or input data for the ﬁrst layer.
Therefore, output from lth layer will be
y(l) = [W(l)]Ty(l−1). (2.4)
At (l + 1)th layer, we will similarly have
y(l+1) = [W(l+1)]Ty(l) = [W(l+1)]T [W(l)]Ty(l−1). (2.5)
So ﬁnally at the output end (denoted as Lth layer), it will be
y(L) = [W(L)]T [W(L−1)]T · · · [W(1)]Tx = WTx, (2.6)
where ~x is input data and W represents the product of weights along all layers.
In another word, we cannot beneﬁt from stacking layers together to get a more
representative model if the neurons have only identity activation functions. For any
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other linear functions f(z) = αz + β, it is quite the same except that there will be
one more element in each Wi
(l) representing β and one more element in each yi
(l)
with value 1.
Nevertheless, things are diﬀerent for nonlinear activation functions. It has been
proven [11] that a two-layer computing network with sigmoidal activation can form
a universal function approximator, which shows the superiority of nonlinear activa-
tions. Moreover, a network can learn much complicated representations of data with
same amount of neurons if there are more layers with nonlinear activation functions
[12]. Therefore, nonlinear activation like sigmoidal function has become a typical
choice in neural networks.
Although sigmoidal function is the classic choice for bring nonlinearity in ANNs,
it is not the only option. In a sense, any single-input-single-output mapping can be
used as an activation function. There are several other commonly used activation
functions, including hyperbolic tangent (tanh), softsign, rectiﬁed linear unit (ReLU)
[7] and softmax [13].
Logistic function
Logistic function, which is deﬁned as
δ(x) =
1
1 + e−x
, (2.7)
will map its input value to ﬁt in range (0, 1) and thus is commonly used for classi-
ﬁcation tasks with its output viewed as the probability value. It is usually referred
as sigmoid function.
Hyperbolic tangent
tanh(x) =
ex − e−x
ex + e−x
(2.8)
Hyperbolic tangent function is often called tanh for short. As deﬁned in Equation
2.8 , hyperbolic tangent function maps values in (−∞,∞) to (-1, 1).
Softsign
softsign(x) =
x
1 + |x| (2.9)
Softsign activation is deﬁned in Equation 2.9. Although it also maps its input to
(-1, 1) as hyperbolic tangent does and they have similar shape as shown in Figure
2.2, it reaches its asymptotic much slower than tanh.
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ReLU
Rectiﬁed Linear Unit (ReLU) is, as its name indicates, an activation function which
encourages competition between weighted sum with 0 (e.g. rectiﬁed values), it is
deﬁned as
α(x) =
{
0, x < 0
x, x ≥ 0. (2.10)
It introduces non-linearity by forcing negative values to be zero. As it has unit
gradient for positive values, it do not suﬀer from vanishing gradient problem [7].
Meanwhile, it suﬀers much less saturation problem than sigmoid, which have made
it a popular choice in ANN ﬁeld and several variants of this function has been
proposed [14; 15; 16; 17; 18]. Based on a summary [19], ReLU is the most popular
choice in deep learning ﬁeld in 2015.
Figure 2.2 shows how those activation functions look like. Although tanh looks
similar to sigmoid, it approaches its asymptotic much slower.
x
f(x)Softsign
Logistic
Tanh
ReLU
Figure 2.2: Commonly used activation functions
Softmax
Softmax [13] is another widely used activation function. Diﬀerent from all those
functions mentioned above, there is not a ﬁxed curve to illustrate this function
because it is data-related. Given a sequence x = [x1, x2, · · · , xn] ∈ Rn, its activation
value for each element, xi, is deﬁned as
softmax(xi) =
xi∑n
k=1 xk
. (2.11)
It has the property that the resulting values sum up to 1, which makes it a popular
choice for normalizing output values of multiclass classiﬁers.
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2.1.3 History of ANN
Although ANNs began to draw heavy attention and create state-of-art results,
thanks to its impressive representative ability, from just more than ten years ago,
the history of ANN could date back to half centuries earlier.
Before 1940s, researches related to neural networks concerned only nervous sys-
tems in animals or human beings. At that point, the word "neural network" or
"neural net" was used mainly for describing neural systems. In 1943, McCulloch
and Pitts [20] proposed a computational model for neural networks based on some
mathematical rules. Starting from this work, researchers began to explore neural
networks for their possible applications in artiﬁcial intelligence.
In 1958, Rosenblatt [21] studied neurons and tried mathematically emulating
them. A mathematical model named perceptron was proposed and showed its learn-
ing ability. This has been well recognized as one of the very ﬁrst ANNs.
Eleven years later, Minsky and Papert [22] published their work, where two dis-
advantages of ANNs were issued. One was that a perceptron cannot learn repre-
sentations for exclusive-or. The other one was that computers were not powerful
enough to deal with heavy calculations required by ANNs. This work discouraged
researchers and other people, slowed down progress of ANNs.
From 1970s to 1980s, back-propagation (BP), which is abbreviation for "backward
propagation of errors", was proposed and ﬁnally applied to ANNs on computers
[23; 24; 25; 26]. As an optimization method, it solved the exclusive-or problem and
made it possible to train an ANN eﬃciently.
Although BP was proposed and optimized for computer programming, it was not
practical to train a network with more multiple layers in a tolerable time before
the computers became fast enough. Fortunately, computational power of computers
had kept increasing signiﬁcantly and researchers began to use GPUs for computing.
From 2005 when GPUs were used for LU decomposition [27], we have seen the trend
that GPU gets more and more faster than CPUs for general computing.
Thanks to the fast development of faster computers, especially faster GPUs, ten-
sive experiments have been conducted and a huge amount algorithms and methods
have been illustrated with those experiments during the past decade. For regulariza-
tion, Dropout [28] was proposed to regularize an ANN by randomly dropping some
neurons. DropConnect [29], on the other hand, drops connections between neurons
in a random order. Adagrad [30] and Adadelta [31] were proposed to better optimize
networks during training progress. With a good initialization method like Xavier
Initialization [6] or Layer-Sequential Unit Variance [32], it gets easier to optimize a
network more eﬃciently and make it generalize better. All those techniques, along
with many other remarkable work, make it possible to train very deep networks. In
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2014, a by-then incredibly deep network proposed by VGG team [33] settled impres-
sive results on ImageNet Challenge 2014 [8]. One year later, a 152-layer network
which applied the idea of residual learning [34], proposed by Microsoft Research
Asia, won several important competitions with state-of-art results, having created
a new record for network depth and network performance. The same idea can even
be applied to unbelievably deep networks with more than 1000 layers.
When there are more than one hidden layer in a network, we typically refer it as
a deep neural network (DNN). Applying DNNs to solve computer vision problems
or any other tasks is oftentimes names deep learning (DP). As shown in previous
paragraph, DNNs have achieved impressive results during past few years and is now
the most popular topic in machine learning ﬁled.
2.2 Convolutional Neural Network
Most remarkable networks mentioned in Section 2.1.3 are from a branch of mod-
ern neural networks, which is called Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). It was
inspired by a neuroscience research conducted half centuries ago.
In 1968, Hubel and Wiesel [35] discovered that neurons in visual cortex of cats
respond to synaptic signals selectively. Neurons in visual cortex are arranged in
a pyramid-like order and a neuron in a high level will most accept signals from a
small receptive ﬁled in its previous level. Those receptive ﬁelds overlap with each
other and are connected to diﬀerent neurons. Inspired by this work, Fukuyama
proposed neocognitron [36] in 1979. The network is arranged in a layer-sequential
order and it has multiple layers. Although a diﬀerent optimization method is ap-
plied in the network, which diﬀers from back-propagation based algorithms used in
modern networks, the ideas of convolution and pooling are still the fundamental of
modern convolutional networks. The convolutional neural network applied to zip
code recognition [37] was the very ﬁrst practical application utilizing CNNs. Since
then, CNNs have been drawing heavy attentions. Especially from 2012 when a very
large scale CNN [38] showed an amazingly exciting performance on ImageNet2012
[8] benchmark with an at least 9.7% lower error rate than any other methods, CNNs
have been gaining higher popularity.
Typically, a convolutional neural network contains one or more convolution layers.
Diﬀerent from a conventional fully-connected neural network discussed in Section
2.1, a neuron in a convolution layer is connected to only part of neurons in its
previous layer. The name "convolution layer" comes from the fact that the way
how output of a convolution layer is calculated can be described by a mathematical
operation called convolution.
Mathematically, convolution is an operation on two functions which yields a third
one. It is a particular case of integral transform. Given two functions f and g, the
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5 8 5 1 3
9 7 3 9 7
8 9 0 2 0
8 5 9 3 4
1 8 2 2 1
*
0 1 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
=
8 5 1
7 3 9
9 0 2
Figure 2.3: An example for convolution operation in a CNN. The red rectangle is
currently where convolution occurs and blue region is the "valid area" for convolution
operation.
convolution of them, which is denoted by f ∗ g, can be deﬁned as
(f ∗ g)(t) =
∫ ∞
−∞
f(τ)g(t− τ)dτ. (2.12)
For two-dimensional data like an image I(x, y), its convolution with another 2D
function f(x, y) is deﬁned as
(I ∗ f)(x, u) =
∑
u
∑
v
I(x− u, y − v)f(u, v), (2.13)
which can be viewed as the dot product of I(x, y) and f(x, y). The latter one is called
convolution kernel and it needs to be rotated for 180◦ based on its center before the
element-wise multiplication required by dot product. In CNN implementations, dot
product is usually calculated without rotating the kernel. Figure 2.3 illustrates how
convolution in CNNs is calculated. This kind of convolution operation is applied
to overlapped regions and each generated matrix will be referred as a feature map.
This idea is named "weight sharing" because all the local areas in the input data
are convolved with same kernels and their weights stay unchanged before applying
to all the local regions.
5 0 5 1
2 2 3 8
8 9 0 2
8 5 7 3
max-pooling with
2 × 2 strides 5 8
9 7
Figure 2.4: Example of max-pooling with 2 × 2 pooling region. The word "stride"
means how many elements the pooling region moves along an axis. Thus in this
case, it moves 2 elements along each axis.
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A convolution layer in a CNN is oftentimes followed by a pooling layer. This layer
is inspired by the selective respond fact of visual neurons [35] as discussed at the
beginning of this section. Only a single value, most times the maximum one or the
average of all the elements in a local region, is preserved after pooling. Therefore, a
pooling layer will reduce feature map size in most cases. Figure 2.4 gives an example
on how max-pooling works with input data.
Figure 2.5: Convolution neural network for image classiﬁcation1.
Typically, a convolutional neural network contains one or more convolution lay-
ers. As shown in Figure 2.5, convolution kernels are applied to input data to extract
feature maps. Those feature maps are then pooled and fed to the following convo-
lutional layer. After another pooling stage, the feature maps are ﬂattened into a
vector, followed by fully-connected layers. At the output, it will yield probability es-
timation normalized by softmax activation function. Of course, the fully-connected
layers are not necessary in CNNs. For instance, there has been fully-convolutional
networks [39; 40] where only convolution and pooling layers are applied to build
highly representative networks.
Compared with conventional feed-forward neural networks, CNNs has several
advantages. First of all, it preserves correlations among neighbor elements, or spatial
structure for another word, of data by convolution (actually cross-correlation as
it does not rotate the kernel) operation, which has made it a popular choice for
sequential data and images. Secondly, it reduces complexity of an ANN signiﬁcantly
especially for tensive data. consider a network whose input data is a single channel
128 × 128 image. If we add a fully-connected layer with 300 neurons directly to
its input, there will be 128 × 128 × 300 = 4915.2K parameters (weights) for this
layer. However, if we ﬁrst apply four convolution layers with 32 3× 3 kernels, each
followed by a 2×2 pooling layer, the total amount of weights for this fully-connected
layer and all convolutional layers will be only 373.248K. With modern techniques
for initialization and optimization mentioned in Section 2.1.3, we can easily stack
more convolutional layers to further reduce complexity of networks.
1This image is taken from http://www.wildml.com/2015/11/understanding-convolutional-
neural-networks-for-nlp/, retrieved on 18 Oct, 2016
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Nevertheless, CNNs also have their drawbacks. The biggest problem of a con-
volutional neural network is that convolution is an expensive operation. Without
optimized GPU implementation, it will be rather time-consuming to train a CNN,
especially for big data.
2.3 Autoncoder
Autoencoder is a special kind of neural network which tries to reconstruct input data
at its output. It is optimized to minimize the discrepancy between its input and
output. This may seem trivial at the ﬁrst glare as there is not much new information
from its output. However, if the layer which has smallest output dimensionality
in an autoencoder has fewer neurons than input layer, it will be forced to learn
data representation at a lower dimensionality. Intuitively, if input data can go
through the network and get reconstructed at output, information buried in those
data will also be preserved by each of its layers. In this case, the bottleneck layer
which has smallest output dimensionality will be able to extract a low-dimensional
representation from input data. Therefore, it can be applied for dimension reduction
and this is actually one of the main purposes it was proposed for [4]. Consider data
shown in Figure 2.6, digits in the ﬁrst row are presented by 28 × 28 gray-scale
images. After passing an autoencoder with bottleneck dimensionality 50, they are
reconstructed as shown in the second row.
Figure 2.6: Original (ﬁrst row) and reconstructed (second row) image of an autoen-
coder with input dimensionality 784 and bottleneck dimensionality 50.
As shown above, although reconstructed images are blurred, they are still recog-
nizable to human beings. That is to say, the most interesting information carried
by input data is able to reach output end. In this network, we are able to get a 50D
representation for original 784D data.
Figure 2.7 gives a basic idea how an autoencoder looks like. The hidden layer
which has lowest dimensionality is usually referred as bottleneck layer or code layer.
Forward pass from input to bottleneck layer forms an encoder (e.g. encode data as a
low-dimensional representation at bottleneck layer) and the other parts comprise a
decoder (e.g. decode representation saved in bottleneck layer). For simplicity, there
is only one hidden layer in this ﬁgure thus it is the bottleneck layer. However, an
autoencoder could have any number of hidden layers as needed. Also, the network
topology does not necessarily needs to be symmetrical as shown in Figure 2.7. As
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long as it aims at reconstructing input data at its output, it can be referred as an
autoencoder.
Besides reconstructing input signal itself, autoencoders can also be use for other
purposes. For examples, denoising autoencoders (DAEs) [41] try to restore clear data
from blurred source. When training a DAE, noise is added to the clear source but not
target output. After optimization, autoencoders will be able to learn representations
from noisy source as well as from clear input as they are able to learn only repeated
patterns while noise is highly random.
x1
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x5
xˆ1
xˆ2
xˆ3
xˆ4
xˆ5
Input
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Output
layer
Figure 2.7: Example of a simple autoencoder that attempts to reconstruct 5-
dimensional data from 3-dimensional representation saved in the hidden layer
With advantages of convolutional layers discussed in previous section, autoen-
coders can also contain convolutional layers. This kind of autoencoders is usually
called a convolutional autoencoder (CAE). A neural network [42] staking several
CAEs achieved superior performance on two computer vision benchmarks.
Since it was proposed, autoencoder has been widely applied for dimension reduc-
tion [4; 43], learning generative models of data [44; 45], data denoising [46; 47] and
transfer learning [48; 49; 50]. Zhang et al. [51] studied imbalanced data classiﬁcation
problems and applied a denoising autoencoder to restore blurred images for over-
sampling. Li et al. [52] used autoencoder to extract feature from YCbCr space and
achieved better performance with same down-sampling ratio than other methods.
For visual speech recognition tasks, Petrids et al. [53] extracted bottleneck features
with autoencoders and added new layers on top of feature vectors to form a more
accurate classiﬁer.
There are also variants of autoencoders. Wang et al. [54] used each pixel to
reconstruct a set of output values instead of just recovering itself. Results show
that by combining diﬀerent algorithms like LDA with this idea, the variants of au-
toencoders can outperform their conventional counterparts. Makhzani et al. [55]
proposed a novel method to sparsify an autoencoder. Diﬀerent from combining
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individual nonlinearities together, the so-called K-sparse autoencoder introduces
sparsity by preserving only K largest activations for the code layer and setting ev-
erything else to be zero. That's the only nonlinearity in a shallow autoencoder,
everywhere else is just linear activation. Results on digit classiﬁcation and object
recognition tasks show that this method can give compatible or even better results
than by-then-state-of-art results. Another variant, also proposed by the same au-
thors [56], keeps K percent largest values and sets the left to be zero for each feature
map. This variant, which was named Winner-take-all autoencoder, also gives very
good performance as it prevents network from recording the original input to several
certain feature maps. Stacked What-Where autoencoder [57] is another variant of
conventional autoencoders. It assumes that, in order to restore input data, not only
the pooled value ("what" information), but also the position where it is pooled from
("where" information) is. By applying both "what" and "Where" information, it
showed amazingly good reconstruction results. All those methods mentioned above
apply a conventional strategy shown in Equation 2.1, e.g. a bias is added to weighted
sum of signals connected to a neuron. Konda et al. [17] proposed a novel method
to train an autoencoder without bias. This strategy, together with a new activation
function, enabled autoencoders to learn data representations with extremely high
dimensionality where conventional autoencoders typically fail.
For other researches, Li et al. [58] studied eﬀect of whitening transformation on
pooling operations in convolutional autoencoders and found that average pooling
suits data applied whitening transformation while max pooling gives more desirable
results for data without such processing. Lin et al. [59] used zero-biased autoen-
coders [17] for unsupervised pre-training and achieved performance close to what
was achieved by CNNs.
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3. IMPLEMENTATIONS
This chapter discusses several important algorithms related to ANNs, mainly con-
cerning how network performance can be assessed, how network parameters can be
initialized and optimized and how conventional methods apply autoencoders for un-
supervised training. The proposed methods will be introduced later in this chapter.
3.1 Performance assessment
This section gives introduction about how network performance can be assessed for
classiﬁcation tasks.
3.1.1 Training/test split
Training/test split divides data into subsets. It is a common way to test a model
which is applied for prediction tasks like classiﬁcation or regression. The training
data is used for optimizing the network while test set is used to measure how well
a model performs for unknown samples. If a network can perform well only on
training set but give much worse on test set, it is said to be over-ﬁtted thus cannot
generalize well. It is common to further divided training set into two parts, one of
which is used for validation during training procedure to prevent over-ﬁtting.
3.1.2 Classiﬁcation Accuracy
Classiﬁcation accuracy is deﬁned as
Acc =
NumberOfCorrectlyClassiﬁedSamples
NumberOfTotalSamples
× 100%. (3.1)
This is one of the most commonly used metrics to evaluate a network with regard
to a classiﬁcation task. However, for unbalanced data, it is not recommended to
use only this metric. Consider an example dataset where there are 9990 positive
samples and 10 negative ones. Even if a model makes no prediction and simply
classiﬁes every samples to be positive, it still has a 99.9% accuracy.
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3.1.3 Confusion Matrix
Confusion matrix is a commonly used measurement for classiﬁcation tasks, it lists
how many samples are correctly and incorrectly predicted.
As show in Table 3.1, when a positive sample is predicted correctly, it contributes
to true positive (TP), otherwise it will be marked false negative (FN) as the negative
prediction is wrong. Similarly, when a negative sample is predicted to be negative,
it contributes to true negative (NG), false negative (FG) otherwise. Based on this
idea, there exist two metrics which are commonly applied, recall and precision.
Table 3.1: Example of a confusion matrix, TP means True Positive, FN means False
Negative, TN means True Negative and FP means False Negative.
Real\Predicted True False
True TP FN
False FP TN
Recall is a metric which measures how many positive samples are detected among
all the samples. In the confusion matrix shown above, total number of positive
samples is TP +FN , while the detected positive samples are TP . As a result, recall
can be calculated as
Recall =
TP
TP + FN
(3.2)
Precision, on the other hand, measures how accurate the model detects positive
samples. In Table 3.1, there are TP + FP samples which are marked as positive
instances. However, only TP samples are really positive. Therefore, precision will
be measured as
Precision =
TP
TP + FP
(3.3)
Neither single recall nor precision can predict a model well enough. Consider a
classiﬁer which classiﬁes all the samples to be positive. In this case, the confusion
matrix may look similar to Talbe 3.2.
Table 3.2: Example of a confusion matrix, TP means True Positive, FN means False
Negative, TN means True Negative and FP means False Negative.
Real\Predicted True False
True TP=2 FN=0
False FP=998 TN=0
In this case, the model will have a highest recall with recall = TP/(TP + FN) =
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100%. Nevertheless, the precision is only 0.2%. It has much more false samples than
true ones. On the other hand, single precision is not enough to describe the model
either. Consider another example shown below with a confusion matrix as shown in
Table 3.3.
Table 3.3: Another example of confusion matrix
Real\Predicted True False
True TP=1 FN=999
False FP=0 TN=0
In this example, the model classiﬁes almost all the samples to be negative. As a
result, it has a precision 100% but only 0.1% recall. It misclassiﬁes 999 samples out
of 1000 but still have a nice precision.
To solve this problem, another metric is deﬁned to describe the relationship be-
tween true positive rate and false positive rate, which is called receiver operating
curve (ROC).
ROC describes how true positive rate varies with regard to false positive rate.
The perfect curve should be the one at top-left corner in Figure 3.1, e.g. the true
positive rate is already near 100% when false positive rate is still near zero.
Figure 3.1: An example showing receiver operating curve. Top left one is a near-
perfect classiﬁer and the one on its right side is reasonably good. Howerer, perfor-
mance of those shown in the second row is quite poor. Especially the right bottom
one is no good than purely random separation (green line in those ﬁgures).
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To further interpret ROC, one can use area under the ROC (AUROC, or more
commonly AUC for abbreviation) as a measurement [60]. Any model performing
better than random guessing should have an AUC value higher than 0.5.
3.1.4 Other metrics
There are also some other metrics for evaluating a neural network. For instance,
in one epoch, all samples are used once to updating parameters. Number of epochs
needed for convergence can be used as a measurement to describe how eﬃciently a
neural network uses training data for optimization.
3.2 Loss function
In machine learning, an optimization algorithm seeks to minimize or maximize a
mathematical function mapping one or more values into a real number. This function
to minimize or maximize is called loss function. Diﬀerent from metrics discussed
above, a loss function needs to be diﬀerentiable. The most commonly used loss
functions include mean squared error (MSE) and cross-entropy.
3.2.1 MSE
MSE measures average value of squared distance between two vectors. It is widely
applied in regression tasks. Mathematically, MSE of two vectors ~x = [x1, x2, · · · , xn] ∈
Rn and ~y = [y1, y2, · · · , yn] ∈ Rn is deﬁned as
MSE(~x, ~y) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
(xi − yi)2 (3.4)
3.2.2 Cross-entropy
Cross-entropy is commonly used for multi-class classiﬁcation tasks. It can give a
even better idea about how well the network classiﬁes samples than classiﬁcation
accuracy metric in some cases.
Assume we have a binary classiﬁcation problem and two individual networks
whose output values are described in Table 3.4.
Table 3.4: Output of two diﬀerent networks
network output ground truth result
0.95 0.05 1 0 Correct
0.90 0.10 1 0 Correct
0.02 0.98 0 1 Correct
0.41 0.59 1 0 Wrong
network output ground truth result
0.55 0.45 1 0 Correct
0.70 0.30 1 0 Correct
0.37 0.63 0 1 Correct
0.22 0.78 1 0 Wrong
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As we can see, both networks have classiﬁcation accuracy Acc = 75% as they classify
3 out of 4 instances correctly. However, the left one is better than its right coun-
terpart intuitively because if it is correct, it has high conﬁdence while it has lower
conﬁdence when it misclassiﬁes. So here comes cross-entropy to distinguish those
diﬀerent networks better especially when they have similar classiﬁcation accuracy.
Mathematically, cross-entropy between two diﬀerent discrete probability distri-
bution over same dataset D, denoted by p and q, is deﬁned as
Cros(p, q) = −
∑
x∈D
p(x) ln q(x), (3.5)
It measures the distance between data distribution predicted by a model and the real
distribution. Smaller cross-entropy gives lower discrepancy thus better performance.
More generally, cross-entropy error function for an ANN is proposed in a work
[61] as follows. For n-element vectors, target values ~t = [t1, t2, · · · , tn] ∈ Rn and
network output ~y = [y1, y2, · · · , yn] ∈ Rn, cross-entropy over those two vectors can
be calculated as
En = − 1
n
n∑
k=1
[tk ln yk + (1− tk) ln (1− yk)], (3.6)
where tk is the target value and yk is network output. For the example given in
Table 3.4, Cross-entropy for the two nets are 0.1160 and 0.3182 respectively. As we
can see, even when the networks have identical classiﬁcation accuracy, we can still
compare them using cross-entropy error.
3.3 Optimization
The procedure of training a neural network is updating its weights and trying to
ﬁnd an optimal point in parameter space which can minimize loss function over
training data. Gradient based methods like Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) are
the common choice for optimizing the parameters.
3.3.1 Stochastic Gradient Descent
Stochastic Gradient Descent(SGD) is an optimization method widely applied in
ANN ﬁeld. It is a stochastic approximation of standard gradient descent method
and can converge to a local minimum faster than the standard one. It guarantees
to converge [62; 63] no matter data is linearly separable or not.
To help understanding how SGD works, assume we are standing on a hill (e.g.
the highest point in ﬁgure 3.2) and we want to down the mountain with a path as
short as possible. No GPS or a map or any electricity devices are available and it is
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Figure 3.2: An examples about a two-dimensional case, the two axes represent two
variable and the surface gives an idea how large the error is wrt. those two axes.
so foggy that we can barely see anything farther than half meters away. How can we
ﬁnd a right path to help us down the mountain most quickly? One of the intuitive
way will be looking around from where we stand and trying to ﬁnd a direction
the altitude drops fastest. Because in that direction, it is most possible to be the
shortest path. Of course no one can promise it to be shortest as it might getting
much smoother after just from 2 meters away. However, it is more possible to be a
shorter path than those directions where gradient is smaller as we can go down most
within our eyesight along that direction. After we move to the new position, we will
be able to see another half meters from the new point and go down a little bit in
the same way until we reach a basin and we can only go up from that point. This
is what gradient descent does: ﬁnd a direction which the error drops fastest (e.g.
largest gradient) and go little further to that direction and repeat it again until a
local minimum is reached.
Consider training set X = {~x1, ~x2, · · · , ~xm} as an examples. The target output
for X is denoted by Y = {~y1, ~y2, · · · , ~ym}. A model whose output can be denoted
by yˆ = f(~w, ~x) will have empirical risk [64] calculated as
e(~w) =
1
m
m∑
k=1
e(yˆk, ~yk), (3.7)
where e(yˆi, ~yi) is a function describing discrepancy between actual output and target
value, mean squared error (MSE) between two vectors for example. The vector ~w
consists parameters to optimize.
In general, given error function denoted by 3.7, we can reduce error by going op-
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posite its gradient direction and repeat iteration until convergence. For ith iteration,
weights ~w are updated by
~w ← ~w + ∆~wi, (3.8)
where ∆~w is the adjustment of weights for ith updating and it can be calculated by
∆~wi = −η5 e(~w)
= −η 1
m
m∑
k=1
5e(yˆk, ~yk).
(3.9)
In Equation 3.9, η is called learning rate, which is a small value controlling how far
we go in each iteration. Therefore, weights are updated as
~w ← ~w − η 1
m
m∑
k=1
5e(yˆk, ~yk) (3.10)
over every iteration. Choosing proper η is crucial as number of iterations needed to
converge for a small learning rate may be signiﬁcantly large. On the other hand, a
large learning rate can easily lead the model to skip optimal points, preventing it
from converging for extreme cases.
Discussions above shows how standard gradient descent optimizes a model. As in-
dicated in Equation 3.10, prediction error for all samples needs to be added together
before updating weights, which is an expensive work especially for large datasets.
For online learning problems, it is even impossible to applying summing over inﬁnite
samples. To speed up converging, SGD, which is a stochastic variant of standard
gradient descent, is preferred in real problems. It is a good approximation for stan-
dard gradient descent with much faster convergence speed [65]. Instead of summing
prediction error over whole dataset, SGD updates weights based on each individual
sample. That is, weights are updated with
~w ← ~w − η5e(yˆi, ~yi) (3.11)
for i = 1, 2, · · · ,m. As it uses individual samples for updating weights, which brings
high randomness, it is more likely to escape from poor local minima. However, it
might also leave global optimal point due to same reason.
In modern deep learning frameworks like Theano [66], TensorFlow [67] etc., SGD
is often implemented as Mini-Batch Gradient Descent (MBGD). Diﬀerent standard
gradient descent and SGD, it updates parameters by summing error over certain
amount of samples, which beneﬁts from both low randomness and fast convergence
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provided suitable batch size b. Its weights are updated by
~w ← ~w − η1
b
b∑
k=1
5e(yˆk, ~yk). (3.12)
Usually, we can use a larger learning rate at the beginning to approach a local
minimum faster and use a smaller value when it is close to a local optimal point.
For example, in this thesis work, learning rate at ith update will be
ηi =
ηi−1
1 + i · β , (3.13)
where β is a small value controls how much learning rate decays for each update.
As a result, given initial learning rate η0, how weights are updated at i
th updating
will be
~w ← ~w − η0(
i−1∏
l=0
1
1 + l · β )
1
b
b∑
k=1
5e(yˆk, ~yk) (3.14)
for MBGD.
To accelerate convergence, a momentum [26] can be added to the updating of
weights. For standard gradient descent, it will be
∆~wi = −η5 e(~w) + α∆~wi−1, (3.15)
where ∆~wi is updated amount for i
th iteration, ∆~wi−1 is the updated value for
previous updating and α is a constant typically ranging in [0, 1]. The main idea
behind momentum is that, if a gradient consistently points to similar directions, it
helps going further along that direction for each step to accelerate converging. The
updating rule for SGD on ith updating with momentum is
~w ← ~w + ∆~wi (3.16)
with
∆~wi = −η5 e(yˆi, ~yi) + α∆~wi−1 (3.17)
For the purpose of accelerating convergence, Nesterov Accelerated Gradient [68]
can also be applied. As shown in Equation 3.17, classical methods correct updates
with momentum from last iteration before moving to a new position. On the con-
trary, Nesterov Accelerated Gradient ﬁrst moves to a new position based on previous
momentum and then correct it according to the new point. Mathematically, the up-
dating for ith iteration can be denoted as
∆~wi = −η5 e(~wi−1) + α∆~wi−1. (3.18)
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Thus the weights are updated at ith updating by
~wi ← ~wi−1 + α∆~wi − η5 e(~wi). (3.19)
3.3.2 Adadelta
Adadelta [31] is another gradient-based optimization method. Diﬀerent from SGD,
it does not require manually-selected learning rate.
Adadelta is inspired by Adagrad [30], which has been found to improve robustness
of SGD [69]. Instead of applying a pre-deﬁned learning rate decay, Adagrad reduces
learning rate based on samples fed into the model during optimization. Its updating
rule is deﬁned as
∆~wi = − η0√∑i
k=1 g
2
k
gi, (3.20)
where gk represents gradient at k
th update. η0 is the initial learning rate. As we can
see from this formula, the learning rate decreases gradually as the weights updates.
Meanwhile, larger gradients yield smaller learning rate and smaller gradients gener-
ate larger learning rate on average. However, this method also relies on a manually
selected global learning rate, and the learning rate will be inﬁnitesimally small after
a certain amount of iteration.
To deal with those two problems. Adadelta applies a per-dimensional basis learn-
ing rate. Instead of accumulating all the gradients, it accumulates over a certain
time window. Nevertheless, storing previous gradients ineﬃcient and require extra
memory. Thus an exponentially decaying average of the past squared gradients is
proposed to approximate a time window. In this case, updating rule for parameters
~w can be deﬁned as
∆~wi = − η√
E[g2]i + 
gi, (3.21)
where
E[g2]i = ρE[g
2]i−1 + (1− ρ)g2i (3.22)
is the running average updated with regard to a constant ρ.  is a constant value to
better condition the denominator [31]. Note that denominator in Equation 3.21 is
RMS of previous squared gradients, e.g.
∆~wi = − η
RMS[g]i
gi. (3.23)
If the parameter had some hypothetical units, the changes to the parameter
should be changes in those units as well [31]. However, the authors noticed that
the units in this update do not match. To solve this problem, another exponential
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decay was proposed as
E[∆~w2]i = ρE[∆~w
2]i−1 + (1− ρ)∆~w2i . (3.24)
Therefore, root mean squared error of parameter updates will be
RMS[∆~w]i =
√
E[∆~w2]i +  (3.25)
Nevertheless, ∆~w for the current updating is not known, so an assumption is made
that the curvature is locally smooth thus ∆~w can be approximated by computing the
exponentially decaying RMS over a window of previous updates to give the updating
rule as
∆~wi = −RMS[∆~w]i−1
RMS[g]i
gi. (3.26)
3.3.3 Back-Propagation
All the optimization methods discussed above need the gradient in parameter space.
We can easily calculate gradient for last layer as target outputs are given there.
However, for any hidden layers in a DNN, there are no explicit target output, thus we
cannot directly apply those optimization methods discussed above. Therefore here
it comes Back-propagation (BP) for propagating errors backwards in a layer-wise
manner through a neural network. It is commonly applied together with gradient-
based methods discussed in Section 3.3.
Although ANNs showed their potential to model complex data, it was long a
problem to train an ANN. The ﬁrst eﬃcient way widely used to implement opti-
mization is back-propagation [26]. Here, we will use Multi-Layer Perceptrons [21]
(MLPs) as an examples to illustrate Back-propagation (BP) algorithm.
Denote network input as ~x = [x1, x2, · · · , xn]. Corresponding target output is
denoted by ~y = [y1, y2, · · · , ym]. Denote activation function for lth layer as δ(l)(·),
weight for ith neuron in lth layer connecting to its jth input as wji, bias for l
th layer
as bl and output from i
th neuron in lth layer as y
(l)
i . Back-propagation algorithm
contains both feed-forward and back-propagation procedure. In feed-forward pass,
activation values are calculated layer by layer till the ﬁnal output. During back-
propagation, the errors are back-propagated from top layer to the bottom one.
Let's consider ﬁrst the feed-forward pass as it is much easier and intuitive. Denote
wji as the weight connecting j
th input to ith neuron. For the 1st layer, as its neurons
accept signal directly from input data, the weighted sum, net
(1)
i , can be calculated
as
net
(1)
i = b
(1)
i +
∑
j
w
(1)
ji xj. (3.27)
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Activation values yi
(1) from this neuron will be
yi
(1) = δ(1)(net
(1)
i ) = δ
(1)(b
(1)
i +
∑
j
w
(1)
ji xj). (3.28)
The weighted sum and activation value for ith neuron in lth layer will be
yi
(l) = b
(l)
i +
∑
j
w
(l)
ji yj
(l−1) (3.29)
and
yi
(l) = δ(l)(net
(l)
i ) = δ
(l)(b
(l)
i +
∑
j
w
(l)
ji yj
(l−1)) (3.30)
respectively. Therefore, at the output layer (denoted as Lth layer), the ﬁnal activa-
tion will be
yi
(L) = δ(L)(b
(L)
i +
∑
j
w
(l)
ji yj
(L−1)). (3.31)
Here, we use the notation C to represent network cost to minimize, e.g.
C = f(~y, ~y(L)), (3.32)
where ~y(L) represents output values from Lth layer, e.g. ~y(L) = [y1
(L), y2
(L), · · · , ym(L)].
f(·) is the function maps two vectors into an error metric. For instance, it could be
mean squared error:
f(~y, ~y(L)) =
1
m
m∑
i
(yi
(L) − yi)2. (3.33)
When we have reached the output layer, the error can be back-propagated through
the whole network to the ﬁrst layer by applying chain rule. For output layer, its
error, e
(L)
i can be calculated by
e
(L)
i =
∂C
∂net
(L)
i
=
∂C
∂y
(L)
i
∂y
(L)
i
∂net
(L)
i
=
∂C
∂y
(L)
i
[δ(L)]′(net(L)i ).
(3.34)
For lth layer except for the output layer, its errors can be deﬁned as
e
(l)
i =
∂C
∂net
(l)
i
=
∑
k
∂C
∂net
(l+1)
k
∂net
(l+1)
k
∂net
(l)
k
. (3.35)
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In Equation 3.35, ∂C
∂net
(l+1)
k
is actually e
(l+1)
k and
∂net
(l+1)
k
∂net
(l)
k
=
∑
i
w
(l+1)
ik [δ
(l)]′(net(l)k ). (3.36)
Substituting this into Equation 3.35 and ﬁnally we will have gradient for each weight
as
∂C
∂w
(l)
ji
=
∂C
∂net
(l)
i
∂net
(l)
i
∂w
(l)
ji
=
∑
k
w
(l+1)
ji e
(l+1)
k [δ
(l)]′(net(l)k )y
(l−1)
k
= y
(l−1)
k e
(l)
i
(3.37)
3.4 Initialization
Performance of a neural network is heavily aﬀected by its initial state as it usually
applies one of the non-convex optimization methods discussed in previous section.
When there are more than one local minimum, a non-convex solution might converge
to diﬀerent optimal points for diﬀerent initial conditions. The problem here is, not all
the local minima give similar solutions. There are always some local optimal points
generalizing much worse than others. Therefore, initialization method applied in an
ANN will have an important impact on the network performance.
Xavier Initialization, or Glorot Initialization, is an initialization strategy pro-
posed by Xavier Glorot and Yoshua Bengio in 2010 [6]. It was proposed to deal
with gradient saturation problems and achieved great success to improve network
performance.
Consider a neuron which takes n inputs ~x = [x1, x2, . . . , xn] ∈ Rn and gives a
single output yˆ ∈ R. Its weights are denoted by ~w. As discussed in Section 2.1, the
output can be calculated as
yˆ = w1x1 + w2x2 + · · ·+ wnxn + b, (3.38)
where b is the bias. As the weights ~w and input ~x are independent, each item wixi
will have variance value (denoted as Var(wixi)) which can be calculated by
Var(wixi) = E[xi]
2Var(wi) + E[wi]
2Var(xi) + Var(xi)Var(wi), (3.39)
where E[xi] represents the expectation of xi. Assume that the inputs and weights
are normalized so that they have zero-mean, the variance will become
Var(wixi) = Var(xi)Var(wi). (3.40)
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Here, if a further assumption is made that xi and wi both are independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d. ), we will have
Var(yˆ) = Var(w1x1 + w2x2 + · · ·+ wnxn + b)
= nVar(xi)Var(wi).
(3.41)
To be in conformity with previous sections, we use y(l) to represent output value
from lth layer in a network, n(l) for data dimensionality fed to lth layer and w(l) for
its weights. From discussions above, variance of output value from a network which
has L layers will be
Var(y(L)) = n(L)Var(y(L−1))Var(w(L))
= n(L)[n(L−1)Var(y(L−2))Var(w(L−1))]Var(w(L))
= n(L)n(L−1)[n(L−2)Var(y(L−3))Var(w(L−2))]Var(w(L−1))Var(w(L))
...
= Var(x)
L∏
l=1
[n(l)Var(w(l))].
(3.42)
The product item in Equation 3.42 is problematic for DNNs. If every single item
in this product is greater than 1, it will reach a signiﬁcantly large value at the end,
preventing networks from learning interesting representations. On the other hand,
the top layers will only be able to get and generate near-ﬁxed values, meaning a
network will never leave its initial state. Therefore, the best choice would be keeping
data variance unchanged from input to output. For this purpose, it is needed to
keep
n(l)Var(w(l)) = 1. (3.43)
Consider back-propagation procedure, errors propagated from output layer will
ﬁnally vanish if gradients propagated by each layer has smaller variance than that is
received. Or they explode when the variance gets greater for each layer. Similarly,
we will need
n(l+1)Var(w(l)) = 1 (3.44)
to keep the gradients propagated in a suitable range. In Xavier's method, a harmonic
average is applied to take both forward and backward procedure into consideration.
That is, for lth layer it a DNN, variance of its weights, denoted by Var(w(l)), should
be initialized as
Var(w(l)) =
2
n(l) + n(l+1)
with l = 1, 2, · · · , L− 1. (3.45)
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As a result, for normal and uniform distribution, the weights w(l) should be initialized
from
w(l) ∼ N(0, 2
n(l) + n(l+1)
) (3.46)
or
w(l) ∼ U [−
√
6√
n(l) + n(l+1)
,
√
6√
n(l) + n(l+1)
] (3.47)
respectively.
Although it may seem to be too much assumptions, Xavier Initialization has
been applied in many experiments and it is a popular option in many deep learning
frameworks [66; 67; 70; 71].
There are some other similar strategies for initializing a DNN. For instance, Le-
Cun et al. [72] used
√
3
n(l)
as the scale factor for uniform distribution to initialize
l(th) layer in a neural network. He et al. [15] applied
√
2
n(l)
as the variance for normal
distribution.
3.5 Unsupervised pre-training with autoencoders
As discussed in Section 2.3, an autoencoder tries to reconstruct its inputs at output
end, which guarantees that signals passing through the network will carry the infor-
mation needed to reconstruct original data. If there are some constraints preventing
autoencoders from copying input data to output (for example, reduce dimension-
ality somewhere between input and output), they will have to learn the intrinsic
representations of given data with a lower dimensionality. This is a very interest-
ing property which had made unsupervised pre-training with autoencoders gain its
popularity around one decade ago.
There are two common ways to apply autoencoders for unsupervised pre-training.
One is applying a single autoencoder to training data. After the model converges,
copy the encoder part out and stack one or several layer on top of bottleneck layer
to form a classiﬁer. The other method applies stacked autoencoders [5] to pre-train
a network.
A stacked autoencoder typically applies symmetrical architecture so that is can
be pre-trained in a greedy layer-wise order. Take the stacked autoencoder shown in
Figure 3.3 as an example, it can be seen as a stack of two individual autoencoders.
When training this network, it will ﬁrst train an autoencoder with input/output
dimensionality and bottleneck dimensionality 4, e.g. the "Hidden" layer shown in
the ﬁgure. After the model converges, the representation used in its bottleneck will
be use as input and target output to train another autoencoder. After this stage,
the two autoencoders can be stacked together as shown in Figure 3.3 and ﬁne-tuned
with original data. This procedure can be repeated as many times as wanted to stack
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Figure 3.3: Example of a stacked autoencoder.
new layers on top of existed ones. By taking the encoder out from ﬁne-tuned stacked
autoencoder and adding new layers to the bottleneck layer, a new network will be
built with pre-trained layers from the encoder. With this pre-training strategy, pre-
trained network proposed by Cire³an et al. [42] created state-of-art results for digit
recognition and object classiﬁcation in 2011.
Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBMs) [3] are another popular choice for greedy
layer-wise pre-training. They learn a probability distribution over input samples.
In a work by Bengio et al. [2], theoretical and experimental comparison was made
for RBMs and autoencoders. It was shown that autoencoders can be used like
RBMs for layer-wise pre-training and achieve similar performance. An experiment
[42] shows that denoising stacked autoencoders can initialize a network even better
than the RBMs. Besides comparison between RBMs and autoencoders, there was
also a work trying to combine them together to see whether we can beneﬁt from
this combination. This work given by Tan et al. [73] shows that combining them
together works better than using a stacked autoencoder only.
As discussed above, building encoder in a decreasing order with regard to its
layer dimensionality is a common way to regularize an autoencoder. However, it
is indicated in a work [2] that even the autoencoder is not built with a decreasing
order, it might still generalize well.
Paine et al. [9] studied how unsupervised pre-training performs for diﬀerent
dataset size and found that unsupervised pre-training helps when there are much
more unlabeled data available than labeled ones but it hurts when labeled samples
have larger quantity than unlabeled ones or there is only labeled data available.
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3.6 New ways applying autoencoders for pre-training
Two pre-training strategies are proposed in this work, one of which is a supervised
variant. Instead of reconstructing individual samples as well as possible, it tries
to reconstruct same target for data from same class in order to erase intra-class
variance. The other one adds the output layer of target network (e.g. softmax layer
for a classiﬁer) as bottleneck layer of an autoencoder.
3.6.1 Embedding target network as the encoder part for un-
supervised pre-training
It can be seen from Section 3.5 that conventional pre-training methods with au-
toencoders normally initialize the bottom layers only for a classiﬁer. Newly-added
layers (a single softmax layer in some cases) are still randomly initialized. Here, a
new method is proposed with the whole classiﬁer embedded as the encoder part.
After the autoencoder converges, all the layers of the classiﬁer are initialized with
pre-training.
The output layer in a classiﬁer typically has the smallest dimensionality. There-
fore, it will be deﬁnitely more information loss if we have only few neurons with
softmax activation at bottleneck layer. However, there are two potential advantages
is has to form an autoencoder in this way. First, it reduces model complexity by
reducing number of weights for bottleneck layer and its successor. Consider a classi-
ﬁer for 10-class classiﬁcation task. If the layer connected to output has 200 neurons
and input data which is desired to be reconstructed directly from those neurons has
the dimensionality 784, it will need 200×784 = 156.8K wights (excluding bias). On
the other hand, if one more softmax layer is added in between with 10 nodes, total
weights (excluding bias) needed will be reduced to 200 × 10 + 10 × 784 = 9.84K,
which is 93.72% fewer then the ﬁrst case. The second advantage is that the whole
classiﬁer will be initialed by pre-training, including the ﬁnal output layer.
In summary, given a target classiﬁer, several new layers will be stacked on top
of its output layer to form an autoencoder. After the autoencoder converges, its
encoder part can be taken out for ﬁne-tuning with labeled data.
3.6.2 Supervised variant of autoencoder
As discussed in Section 3.5, an autoencoder tries to construct every single input as its
output, which means it preserves all the detailed information needed to reconstruct
the data. In that case, intra-class variance is also preserved to distinguish the
samples from each class. However, for classiﬁcation tasks, we barely care about
intra-class variance. No matter how they vary from each other in the same category,
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their labels are always the same. That is, discriminative tasks does not need as
much information as that for generative tasks. Therefore, a supervised variant of
autoencoder is proposed for discriminative tasks like classiﬁcation.
Input
layer
Code
layer
Output
layer
Figure 3.4: Supervised variant of autoencoder. No matter how those "1" diﬀer from
each other, their target outputs stay the same.
Instead of reconstructing every individual input itself, the proposed method tries
to reconstruct same target output for samples from the same class. As a result, it
will intuitively erase the intra-class variance and keep inter-class diﬀerence at the
same time. Meanwhile, same strategy discussed in previous method is applied for
building the variant of autoencoder, e.g. the whole classiﬁer is embedded as encoder
part. Mean Squared Error is used as objective function to minimize when training
the supervised autoencoder while softmax is the activation for a multi-class classiﬁer.
Therefore, this variant is similar to a special kind neural networks having more than
one loss function proposed by Xu et al. [74].
In short, given a target network, several new layers will be stacked on top of its
output layer to form a supervised variant of autoencoder. Target output of this
variant is always the same for samples from same category but diﬀerent from each
other. After the new network converges, the encoder part, which contains target
network layers, can be taken out for ﬁne-tuning.
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4. EXPERIMENTS
This chapter introduces datasets used in the experiments, explains evaluation in
detail and presents the results.
4.1 Datasets
To guarantee an easy and simple comparison, experiments are conducted on three
widely used benchmarks: MNIST [75], CIFAR10 and CIFAR100 [76].
4.1.1 MNIST
MNIST [75] is abbreviation for Mixed National Institute of Standards and Technol-
ogy. It is a database of handwritten digits, containing 60000 training samples and
10000 test images in gray scale format from 10 categories representing digit 0 to 9.
All the images from this dataset are centered and normalized to ﬁxed size 28x28.
Image samples are shown in Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: Sample images taken from MNIST dataset.
Digits in MNIST are not strictly evenly distributed. As shown in Figure 4.2,
amount of samples varies for diﬀerent categories. Especially, there are 1564 more
images for digit "1" than "5". However, it is still roughly uniformly distributed
considering the fact that there are 70000 images in total and the intra-class variance
is also small. MNIST has been widely used during past two decades and many state-
of-art results [29; 77; 78; 79] have been reported on this dataset with "near-human
performance", e.g. over 99 %.
4.1.2 CIFAR10
CIFAR10 is a widely applied benchmark for object recognition and classiﬁcation. It
is a subset of larger 80 Million Tiny Images [80] dataset. Similar to MNIST, it also
contains images from ten categories. The diﬀerent thing is, those ten categories are
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Figure 4.2: Distribution of diﬀerent digits.
strictly balanced, meaning there are same amount images for each class. Categories
include animals and vehicles: bird, cat, dog, deer, frog, horse, ship, truck, airplane
and automobile. There are 60000 samples in total, 50000 of which are conventionally
used for training and remaining images comprise a test set. All the images are in
RGB format and are ﬁxed to size 32x32. Samples taken from this dataset can be
seen in Figure 4.3.
Figure 4.3: Example images taken from CIFAR10 dataset, with each column repre-
senting a category.
CIFAR10 is more challenging to classify compared with MNIST as there is much
higher intra-class variance because of diﬀerent color, angle and complicated back-
ground.
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4.1.3 CIFAR100
CIFAR100 [76] has same amount of images, image format and size as CIFAR10. The
signiﬁcant diﬀerence is that there are 100 categories in this dataset thus much less
samples for each category, making it markedly challenging than CIFAR10. However,
CIFAR100 dataset can also be used for an easier twenty-class classiﬁcation task as it
divides all its 100 categories into 20 super classes, each containing 5 base categories.
That is, each image in CIFAR100 has two labels, a "ﬁne" label that describes what
is in this image and a "coarse" label telling to which super class this image belongs.
For instance, if an image has a "ﬁne" label "beaver", it will always have a "coarse"
label "aquatic mammals".
4.1.4 Data Augmentation
When training a deep network on a small dataset containing complex objects, the
network can easily get over-ﬁtted [81]. In that case, a network performing con-
siderably well on training set will give poor results on test set, meaning it cannot
generalize well. As a special kind of regularization, applying data augmentation on
training set can prevent networks from over-ﬁtting thus promise better performance.
As a result, a huge amount of experiments conducted on CIFAR10 and CIFAR100
applied data augmentation techniques. We follow this idea and apply data aug-
mentation on CIFAR10 dataset. Although there are many diﬀerent ways to deform
input data to obtain more training samples, most popular techniques applied to
images are those below or a combination of them.
Horizontal Flip means ﬂipping an image along its width (horizontal axis).
Vertical Flip means ﬂipping an image along its height (vertical axis).
Width Shift means shifting an image along its horizontal axis.
Height Shift means moving an image along its vertical axis.
Channel Shift shues image channels randomly.
Zooming scales images so that it looks larger or smaller.
Rotation rotates the image with a given angle
Shearing shears image intensity with a certain angle.
Figure 4.4 gives a basic idea how those techniques deform the original image in
diﬀerent ways. In this thesis work, horizontal ﬂip, height and width shift, zooming
and rotation are applied for data augmentation. As MNIST is a simple dataset with
enough amount of training samples, data augmentation techniques are applied to
CIFAR10 only.
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Figure 4.4: A simple illustration on data augmentation techniques used in this thesis.
Original image locates in the center. The image in top left corner is generated by
rotating original image with 12◦; the image below it is generated by vertical shifting;
the left bottom one is generated by shearing intensity by 0.5 radians; bottom center
one is generated by horizontal shifting and the top center one is generated by shue
the color channels; the top right one and the one below it are generated by ﬂipping
the image along horizontal and vertical axis respectively. By zooming the images to
a ratio 115%, we can get the right bottom one.
4.2 Evaluation
This section gives an description on how the networks are built, trained and evalu-
ated.
4.2.1 Overview
Experiments are conducted on MNIST, CIFAR10 and CIFAR100 datasets as dis-
cussed in previous section. All the classiﬁers are optimized using SGD with learning
rate to be 0.01. Learning rate decays 1.0× 10−5 for each updating and momentum
is applied with value 0.9.
For MNIST dataset, comparison is made among a classiﬁer initialized from scratch,
a classiﬁer initialized with a conventional autoencoder as discussed in Section 3.5
and two classiﬁers initialized in the way discussed in Section 3.6. Especially, tar-
get images for supervised variant of autoencoder are generated by averaging all the
samples from same category in MNIST dataset. As we can see in Figure 4.5, those
images are highly recognizable to human beings.
Figure 4.5: Images generated by averaging all training samples from each category
in MNIST dataset.
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While SGD is a good choice for testing diﬀerent initialization methods of a net-
work because of its sensitivity to initial state, it is problematic for training a deep
network. Therefore, Adadelta is used as optimization method for training autoen-
coders. As a result, another classiﬁer which is initialized from scratch but optimized
with Adadelta is trained to see whether performance improvement comes from a
better initialization or a diﬀerent optimization mechanism.
For CIFAR10 dataset, it does not make much sense to average the input images
from same category due to extremely high intra-class variance. As shown in Figure
4.6, the average images can barely be recognized by a human being. Therefore, the
target images used for supervised variant of autoencoder in this case are also those
average images taken from MNIST. As we will see later in this section, using those
unrelated images can still improve network performance signiﬁcantly.
Figure 4.6: Images generated by averaging all training samples from same category
in CIFAR10 dataset
As those experiments mainly concern classiﬁcation tasks, classiﬁcation accuracy is
the metric used to measure network performance. However, as a supplement, cross-
entropy for each case, along with some other statics, is also presented in Appendix
B.
4.2.2 Software
All the experiments are implemented with a deep learning framework called Keras
[71]. It is a python library capable of running on top of a back-end, either Theano
[66] or TensorFlow [67]. As both back-ends used by Keras are able to take advantage
of computational power provided by GPUs, it can also beneﬁt from using high speed
GPUs. It aims at fast experimentation and is thus very simple for prototyping. By
25th September, 2016, Keras has 265 contributors on github, making it 2nd place
among TensorFlow, Theano, Caﬀe[70] and other popular deep learning frameworks
(See Appendix D for statistics). Appendix A gives an example on how to use Keras
to build, train and test a neural network.
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4.3 Results
This section shows experiment results conducted on MNIST, CIFAR10 and CI-
FAR100 with diﬀerent network architecture.
4.3.1 Networks trained on MNIST
There are three diﬀerent network architectures tested on MNIST, each divided into
ﬁve diﬀerent cases: a normal classiﬁer initialized from scratch with SGD optimiza-
tion, a normal classiﬁer initialized from scratch and optimized with Adadelta, a
classiﬁer initialized with a conventional autoencoder as discussed in Section 3.5, a
classiﬁer initialized by embedding whole classiﬁer as the encoder part of an autoen-
coder, and a classiﬁer initialized by embedding it as the encoder part of a supervised
variant of an autoencoder as described in Section 3.6.
First network trained on MNIST
The ﬁrst network tested on MNIST is very simple, 64 feature maps are generated by
applying 64 convolutional kernels with size 3 × 3 on input images and then pooled
by a 3 × 3 max-pooling operation with strides 2 × 2. The feature maps are then
ﬂattened to a long vector and fully-connected to a layer with 300 nodes. Activation
function for those layers is ReLU. Another fully-connected layer is stacked on top
of this 300-node layer with softmax activation as ﬁnal output. All the networks'
topology can be found in Appendix C.
Figure 4.7: Classiﬁcation accuracy on test set. "Glorot" means a classiﬁer initialized
with Glorot Initialization; "Adadelta" shows classiﬁer initialized with same initial-
ization but optimized with Adadelta; "Conventional" means a classiﬁer initialized
with a conventional autoencoder; "Supervised" and "Unsupervised" indicate pro-
posed method, among which "supervised" means the supervised variant.
As shown in Figure 4.7, all the pre-trained classiﬁers outperform the randomly
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initialized ones. For those two classiﬁers initialized with Glorot Initialization, clas-
siﬁer optimized with Adadelta gives better performance than the one using SGD.
Both supervised variant and unsupervised autoencoder give 0.1% higher accuracy
than the classiﬁer initialized with a conventional autoencoder.
Figure 4.8: Images reconstructed by autoencoders. Top row presents original image.
The second row depicts how well a supervised variant of autoencoder can reconstruct
its input. Images reconstructed by the autoencoder whose bottleneck layer is com-
prised by only 10 softmax activated neurons are shown below it. Samples shown in
the bottom row are generated by a conventional autoencoder with bottleneck layer
dimensionality 300.
Figure 4.8 shows the reconstruct results for autoencoders. Original images are
shown in the top row and reconstructed results are listed in the bottom. As shown
in the ﬁgure, the conventional autoencoder gives fairly good result that the recon-
struction error is trivial. Interesting thing here is, there are only 10 neurons for the
autoencoders used to reconstruct images shown in the second and third rows, which
the autoencoders can reconstruct input data considerably good with a compression
rato 78.4:1.
Second network trained on MNIST
It has been long realized [82; 83; 12] that a deep network is able to give compatible
or better performance than shallow ones with even less parameters. Based on this
idea, the second network is deeper but with fewer parameters. The input images
are convoluted with sixteen 3 × 3 kernels, followed by another convolution layer
with forth-eight 3 × 3 kernels, both followed by the same pooling strategy applied
to the ﬁrst network above. The fully connected layers have same number of nodes
with those layers in the ﬁrst network. Therefore, the second network has one more
convolutional layer and one more pooling layer than the ﬁrst one with 92.6% fewer
parameters in total.
As it shows in Figure 4.9, classiﬁer optimized with Adadelta performs slightly
worse than its counterpart optimized with SGD. Pre-trained classiﬁers still outper-
form the randomly initialized ones where the supervised variant gives trivially poorer
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Figure 4.9: Classiﬁcation accuracy on test set
results than the unsupervised autoencoder, yet still show a better performance than
the conventional autoencoder.
Third network trained on MNIST
One more convolutional layer containing forty-eight 3 × 3 kernels is added to the
second network, together with an additional max-pooling layer. Those newly-added
layers are inserted between the last pooling layer and ﬁrst fully-connected layer in
the second network discussed in previous paragraphs.
Figure 4.10: Classiﬁcation accuracy on test set
From Figure 4.10, it shows same trend shown in ﬁrst network. That is, pre-
trained classiﬁers yield better performance than the randomly initialized ones, where
network optimized with Adadelta performs slightly better. Diﬀerence among pre-
trained classiﬁers is trivial.
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4.3.2 Networks trained on CIFAR10
Similar to MNIST cases, there are three diﬀerent networks tested on CIFAR10. For
each network, there are ﬁve classiﬁers initialized in diﬀerent ways same as those
trained on MNIST. Nevertheless, CIFAR10 is considerably more challenging than
MNIST, thus classiﬁers trained on it are deeper.
Data augmentation techniques are applied on CIFAR10. To make clear how well
data augmentation techniques help with network performance, ﬁve more classiﬁers
initialized the same way as those described above are trained on the augmented
dataset. Therefore, for each network topology, there will be ten classiﬁers in total,
ﬁve of which are trained on original dataset while the others are optimized on the
deformed images. To guarantee an intuitive comparison, the autoencoders are al-
ways trained with original samples only. Augmented dataset is used for optimizing
classiﬁers.
First network trained on CIFAR10
Similar to MNIST cases, we start from a shallow classiﬁer. Sixteen 3×3 convolution
kernels are applied to extract feature maps from input image, followed by a 4 × 4
max-pooling with stride 2 along both axes. All the feature maps are then ﬂattened
to a long vector and connected to a fully-connected layer with 300 nodes, which is
followed by a softmax output layer with ten nodes.
Figure 4.11: Classiﬁcation accuracy on training and test set without data augmen-
tation.
As shown in Figure 4.11, pre-trained networks give much better performance when
no data augmentation techniques are applied. Especially, classiﬁcation accuracy of
pre-trained classiﬁers at the end of their ﬁrst epoch is already higher than that of
randomly initialized classiﬁers when they are at the end of 50th epoch, where the
network performance has stabilized.
In terms of training, all ﬁve classiﬁers converge within 40 epochs. The classi-
ﬁer initialized with supervised variant of autoencoder converges fastest among all
classiﬁers.
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Figure 4.12: Classiﬁcation accuracy on training and test set with data augmentation.
When data augmentation techniques are applied, the classiﬁers converge slower.
As we can see from the left part of Figure 4.12, training accuracy still improve
gradually after 40 epochs. From right part, pre-trained classiﬁers still yield bet-
ter performance than the randomly initialized ones. Especially, classiﬁers trained
from scratch yield similar performance, regardless they are optimized with SGD or
Adadelta. The one pre-trained by a supervised variant of autoencoder outperforms
all other classiﬁers.
If we take a look at reconstructed images by autoencoders shown in Figure 4.13,
the supervised variant can still reconstruct the digits accordingly. For the other
autoencoder where the bottleneck dimensionality is just 10, the reconstructed images
are not recognizable to human beings. For the autoencoder with 300 nodes as its
bottleneck layer, the reconstructed images are similar to original ones although they
are blurred. The interesting thing here is, even those three autoencoders give quite
diﬀerent reconstruction as discussed above, classiﬁers initialized by them perform
more or less similar as shown in Figure 4.11.
Figure 4.13: Images reconstructed by autoencoders. Top row presents original im-
age. The second row depicts how well a supervised variant of autoencoder can
reconstruct its input. Images reconstructed by the autoencoder whose bottleneck
layer is comprised by only 10 softmax activated neurons are shown below it. Sam-
ples shown in the bottom row are generated by a conventional autoencoder with
bottleneck layer dimensionality 300.
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Second network trained on CIFAR10
For the second network, a convolutional layer with sixteen 3 × 3 kernels is used
to accept input data. The feature maps are pooled with a 2 × 2 region and then
convolved with forty-eight 3× 3 kernels. Those new feature maps are followed by a
max-pooling layer with 4× 4 overlapped windows where the strides along both axes
is 2. After pooling operation, the feature maps are ﬂatten into a long vector and
two more fully-connected layers are stacked on top of that as every classiﬁer is in
previous sections.
Figure 4.14: Classiﬁcation accuracy on test set, with (right part) and without (left
part) data augmentation.
As shown in Figure 4.14, pre-trained classiﬁers still perform much better than
the randomly initialized ones, no matter they are optimized with Adadelta or SGD.
Especially, supervised variant still gives best performance among all the networks.
Data augmentation techniques help with improving network performance.
Figure 4.15: Classiﬁcation accuracy on test set with data augmentation applied to
only ﬁne-tuning (black) or applied to both pre-training and ﬁne-tuning (red)
Data augmentation is applied only when training the classiﬁer, it is not used
for pre-training stage. To see whether it also help pre-training, more experiments
are conducted with data augmentation applied to both pre-training and ﬁne-tuning.
Results shown in Figure 4.15 indicates that it helps improving pre-training as well.
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4.3.2.1 Third network trained on CIFAR10
As mentioned above, CIFAR10 is more diﬃcult than MNIST, which might need more
representative models. Therefore, the third network is deeper than all its successors.
The deepest classiﬁer trained for MNIST has only two convolutional layers and two
fully-connected layers (the layer ﬂattening feature maps into a long vector is not
counted). However, there are four convolutional layers and three fully-connected
layers. In a layer-sequential order, they are a convolutional layer with 32 kernels, a
max-pooling layer extracting maximum values from 3×3 regions with stride 2 along
both axes, two convolutional layers with 64 and 72 kernels respectively, a max-
pooling layer with same regime as the previous one, one more convolutional layer
with 148 kernels. All the convolutional kernels are of size 3× 3 and overlapped with
its neighbors. Those 148 maps are ﬂattened into a long vector and fully-connected
to a layer with 800 neurons, followed by a 300-node layer and a 10-node softmax
layer as output. ReLU is applied as activation function for all the parametric layers
except for the output layer.
Figure 4.16: Classiﬁcation accuracy on test set, with (right part) and without (left
part) data augmentation.
From Figure 4.16, the pre-trained classiﬁers still perform much better than those
trained from scratch and supervised variant of autoencoder shows best performance
again. However, as can be seen in the left part, the pre-trained classiﬁers begin
to over-ﬁt after around 10 epochs. With data augmentation, the networks keeps
improving except for the one optimized with Adadelta. This Meanwhile, data aug-
mentation improves classiﬁcation accuracy, which can be drawn by comparing the
two images in Figure 4.16. Applying data augmentation techniques to also pre-
training stage brings further improvement, just similar to the case in Figure 4.15.
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4.3.3 Networks trained on CIFAR100
Just for checking whether pre-training helps with larger datasets (e.g. more cate-
gories), CIFAR100 is used to compare pre-trained classiﬁers and those trained from
scratch. However, taking average images for CIFAR100 does not make much sense,
yet it is not an easy job to ﬁnd 100 diﬀerent simple images which can be used as
target output for the supervised variant of autoencoder. Therefore, the supervised
variant is not checked in this experiment.
There are two diﬀerent network architecture applied in the experiment, which
can be found in Appendix C. The classiﬁcation on test set for both networks are
shown in Figure 4.17
Figure 4.17: Classiﬁcation accuracy on test set for the networks. Each row represents
a diﬀerent network topology, without (left) and with (right) data augmentation.
As we can see, pre-trained networks show better performance than those initial-
ized randomly and trained from scratch. The network whose test accuracy is shown
in second row is deeper than the other one and shows over-ﬁtting when no data
augmentation techniques are applied. In both networks, pre-training initializes clas-
siﬁer to a better basin in parameter space, which improves performance for SGD
optimization.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
In this thesis work, we studied initializing a classiﬁer with pre-trained autoencoders.
Two new ways of using autoencoders or their variants to pre-train a classiﬁer have
been proposed to improve network performance.
Experiments have been conducted on three computer vision benchmarks, includ-
ing MNIST, CIFAR10 and CIFAR100. MNIST is a dataset containing huge number
of handwritten digits. As it is a relatively easy task, modern neural networks like
CNNs can achieve classiﬁcation accuracy higher than 98% with very simple architec-
ture. Using proposed pre-training strategy further improved network performance
from 96% to 98.2% for a shallow network and from 98.36% to 99.35% for a deeper
one. For more diﬃcult tasks like CIFAR10 and CIFAR 100, it is diﬃcult for au-
toencoders to reconstruct input images perfectly. However, they were still able to
extract intrinsic information from data and initialize classiﬁers to a better starting
point. We saw improvements from 56.65% to 79.8% for CIFAR10 and from 15.2%
to 47.5% for CIFAR100 with data augmentation techniques.
From the experiments, pre-training helps with network performance concerning
classiﬁcation tasks. Using a softmax layer as the bottleneck can give similar perfor-
mance as applying a conventional autoencoder where the bottleneck dimensionality
is much higher. Furthermore, the supervised variant of the autoencoder shows slight
better performance than the conventional autoencoders,
Although this proposed variant of autoencoder showed its superiority over con-
ventional autoencoders in terms of pre-training, it needs labeled data. For future
work, there might be other possibilities to pre-train a neural network in completely
unsupervised manner. Also, those experiments concerned only simple networks. Yet
there are many complicated networks which have shown impressive performance like
VGGNet [33], ResNet [34], Multi-Column DNN [78] and so forth. It is not clear at
this moment whether those pre-training methods will further improve performance
for those networks.
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A. EXAMPLE OF BUILDING, TRAINING AND
EVALUATING ANNS WITH KERAS
#to the very beg inner s :
#anything in a l i n e a f t e r '# ' i s f o r human read ing
#and w i l l be ignored ( e . g . they are not par t s o f the code )
#f i r s t , we need to load needed modules
from __future__ import pr int_funct ion
from keras . da ta s e t s import mnist
from keras . eng ine . topo logy import Input
from keras . l a y e r s . core import Act ivat ion , Dense , F lat ten
from keras . l a y e r s . c onvo lu t i ona l import Convolution2D
from keras . l a y e r s . poo l ing import MaxPooling2D
from keras . models import Model
from keras . u t i l s . np_uti l s import t o_ca t ego r i c a l
import numpy as np
#main func t i on f o r t h i s s c r i p t
de f main ( ) :
#load data from bu i l t−in mnist data s e t
(X_train , y_train ) , (X_test , y_test ) = mnist . load_data ( )
nb_class = y_train .max( ) + 1 #number o f c l a s s e s
#images saved in X_train and Y_train have s i z e 28∗28 , we want i t to be 1∗28∗28
#and we need them to be presented in f l o a t numbers
X_train = X_train [ : , np . newaxis , . . . ] . astype (np . f l o a t 3 2 )
X_test = X_test [ : , np . newaxis , . . . ] . astype (np . f l o a t 3 2 )
#convert s c a l e l a b e l s i n to one−hot ve c t o r s
Y_train = to_ca t ego r i c a l ( y_train , nb_class )
Y_test = to_ca t ego r i c a l ( y_test , nb_class )
#bu i ld network
in_data = Input ( shape=(X_train . shape [ 1 : ] ) ) #sp e c i f y input shape
x = Convolution2D (32 , 3 , 3 ) ( in_data ) # apply convo lut ion with 32
#3x3 convo lu t i ona l k e rn e l s
x = Act ivat ion ( ' re lu ' ) ( x ) #use ReLU as i t s a c t i v a t i o n func t i on
x = MaxPooling2D ( (3 , 3 ) , s t r i d e s =(2 , 2 ) ) ( x ) #max−poo l ing with 3x3 window
#and s t r i d e 2 along both axes
x = Flat ten ( ) ( x ) #f l a t t e n f e a tu r e maps in to a long vec to r
x = Dense (300 ) ( x ) # fu l l y−connected l ay e r with 300 nodes
x = Act ivat ion ( ' re lu ' ) ( x ) # ReLU ac t i v a t i o n
x = Dense ( nb_class ) ( x ) #fu l l y−connected l ay e r with nb_class
#(e . g . 10 in t h i s example ) nodes
out_prob = Act ivat ion ( ' softmax ' ) ( x ) #f i n a l output
model = Model ( input=in_data , output=out_prob ) #bu i ld model
#t r a i n i n g
#a model needs to be compiled be f o r e t r a i n i n g
model . compi le ( opt imize r='sgd ' , l o s s =' ca t ego r i ca l_cro s s en t ropy ' , met r i c s =[ ' accuracy ' ] )
#t r a i n the network with t r a i n i n g data f o r 50 epochs
model . f i t ( X_train , Y_train , nb_epoch=50)
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#a f t e r t r a in ing , the model can be eva luated with model . eva luate ( )
#l o s s and metr i c s s p e c i f i e d in model . compi le ( ) func t i on
#w i l l be saved to the va r i ab l e s co r e
#here , verbose=0 means we do not want the text p rog r e s s bar
s co r e = model . eva luate (X_test , Y_test , verbose=0)
p r i n t ("\ nAccuracy on t e s t s e t i s : " , s c o r e [ 1 ] )
i f __name__ == '__main__' :
main ( )
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B. CROSS-ENTROPY ON TRAINING AND
TESTING SET DURING OPTIMIZATION
First network trained on MNIST
Figure B.1: Cross-entropy on training and test set for First network trained on
MNIST. Although the training loss seems to be similar for each other, test loss for
three pre-trained classiﬁers (overlapped below the black curve) is always smaller
than the randomly initialized ones.
Second network trained on MNIST
Figure B.2: Cross-entropy on training and test set for second network trained on
MNIST. Again, pre-trained classiﬁers show lower test loss.
Third network trained on MNIST
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Figure B.3: Cross-entropy on training and test set for third network trained on
MNIST. Still, pre-trained classiﬁers show lower test loss.
First network trained on CIFAR10, without data augmentation
Figure B.4: Cross-entropy on training and test set during training. Pre-trained
classiﬁers show lower test loss but begin to over-ﬁt quickly.
First network trained on CIFAR10, with data augmentation
Figure B.5: Cross-entropy on training and test set during training. Pre-trained
classiﬁers show lower test loss and do not over-ﬁt thanks to data augmentation
techniques.
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Second network trained on CIFAR10, without data augmenta-
tion
Figure B.6: Cross-entropy on training and test set during training. Pre-trained
classiﬁers show lower test loss but begin to over-ﬁt quickly.
Second network trained on CIFAR10, with data augmentation
Figure B.7: Cross-entropy on training and test set during training. Pre-trained
classiﬁers show lower test loss and do not over-ﬁt thanks to data augmentation
techniques.
Third network trained on CIFAR10, without data augmentation
Figure B.8: Cross-entropy on training and test set during training. Pre-trained
classiﬁers show lower test loss but begin to over-ﬁt quickly.
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Third network trained on CIFAR10, with data augmentation
Figure B.9: Cross-entropy on training and test set during training. Pre-trained
classiﬁers show lower test loss and do not over-ﬁt thanks to data augmentation
techniques.
First network trained on CIFAR100, without DA
Figure B.10: Cross-entropy on training and test set during training. Pre-trained
classiﬁers show lower test loss but begin to over-ﬁt quickly.
First network trained on CIFAR100, with DA
Figure B.11: Cross-entropy on training and test set during training. Pre-trained
classiﬁers show lower test loss and do not over-ﬁt thanks to data augmentation
techniques.
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Second network trained on CIFAR100, without DA
Figure B.12: Cross-entropy on training and test set during training. Pre-trained
classiﬁers show lower test loss but begin to over-ﬁt quickly.
Second network trained on CIFAR100, with DA
Figure B.13: Cross-entropy on training and test set during training. Pre-trained
classiﬁers show lower test loss and do not over-ﬁt thanks to data augmentation
techniques.
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C. NETWORK TOPOLOGY USED IN THIS
WORK
[Note] For all the ﬁgures below, the word "Dense" means a fully-
connected layer. "input" and "output" speciﬁes input and output diemn-
sionality of this layer respectively.
Figure C.1: First network trained on MNIST.
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Figure C.2: Second network trained on MNIST.
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Figure C.3: Third network trained on MNIST.
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Figure C.4: First network trained on CIFAR10.
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Figure C.5: Second network trained on CIFAR10.
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Figure C.6: Third network trained on CIFAR10.
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Figure C.7: First network trained on CIFAR100.
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Figure C.8: Second network trained on CIFAR100.
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D. NUMBER OF CONTRIBUTORS/STARS ON
GITHUB FOR DIFFERENT FRAMEWORKS
Figure D.1: Number of contributors, till 25th September, 2016
Figure D.2: Number of stars, till 25th September, 2016
